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OMG, I could have my own computer!







Reinventing the Faire
Low Tech Meets High Tech



These pre-economic markets are often
“sharing economies”



There are all kinds of unexpected beneficiaries

“I built my business on open source software, 
and I want to give something back.”

- Hari Ravichandran 
Endurance International Group



The Clothesline Paradox 

If you put your clothes in the 
dryer, the energy you use is 
measured and counted, but if 
you hang them on the 
clothesline to be dried by the 
sun, the energy saved 
disappears from our 
accounting!



WordPress





ISP Services - a $79 Billion 
market in the US alone

Web hosting and domain name 
registration - a $5 Billion 
market



It’s not just open source software.
The “peer production” of web content powers

the entire Internet economy



Who is getting the free ride?

 Why do people keep saying that users won’t pay for 
content when they are paying the same amount for 
Internet access as they pay for cable TV? 

 When Comcast (or other cable company) customers view 
cable TV content, Comcast pays content providers.

 When Comcast customers watch YouTube, spend time 
on Facebook or Twitter, or visit websites, Comcast gets 
its content for free, much of it created by the very 
customers who are paying for access!











 Web design
 SEO
 Ad agencies 



Having a web site 
increases the productivity 
of small businesses by 
10%



So that’s where the value gets captured - by everyone!



We worked with EIG’s 
Bluehost unit on a study 
to show the benefits of 
open source software to 
the SMB market

http://oreilly.com/opensource/radarreports/economic-impact-of-open-source.csp



Of the 700,000 SMBs in the Bluehost data...



“Sharing” economies end up
creating real value that is captured 

elsewhere in the economy



What do all these things have in common?

 The personal computer
 The World Wide Web
 Linux and other open source software
 Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube



What do all these things have in common?

1.They began with enthusiasts
2.Their early stages include a large “sharing economy”
3.They eventually monetized, but in unexpected ways
4.They are all “platforms”



Government as a Platform



Other Examples of Government as Platform Tech Policies

 National Weather Service 
 Open Data Initiative
 Unlicensed Broadband
 Open Access to Federally-Funded Research
 Meaningful Use (Electronic Medical Records)



How the Hi-Tech Act sparked Health IT job creation

HiTech Act
(Meaningful Use)
passed



Unanswered questions for “The Race Against the Machine”

 What are the enthusiasts now doing with robots?

 What is the significance of the “sharing economy” in the 
Maker Movement?

 What is the crucial platform for the robotics revolution?



Policy Recommendations

1. Stop focusing so much on startups. Look earlier, at 
preconditions for new industries, often shown by 
enthusiasts.

2. Focus on platforms

3. Don’t protect incumbents from disruptive innovation that 
doesn’t yet have a business model


